MINIx
6" Jungle (Sweet)
A small domestic utility tool, highly recommended for camping and trekking..











BLADE SIZE: 6 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 7mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 235 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 300 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 550 grams
FUNCTION: Domestic Use, Gift, Indoor, Trekking
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: MINIx
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

This is the smallest functional kukri manufactured by Khukuri House Handicraft Industry. The blade measures 6" and
basically used for jungle activities, therefore the specific name. Its small handy size is the biggest asset of this kukri
because carrying and using becomes very easy and swift plus one would feel more safe as far as using is concerned.
Short blade and light weight of the khukuri makes it handier to swing and cut compared to its larger counterparts. Even
though the blade is small it carries enough weight needed for cutting, chopping, clearing etc; a perfect piece of practical
proceedings.
The shape of 6” khukuri resembles the original and traditional version of the famous Nepali khukuri the “Bhojpure”.
Because of its cute yet effective size it is very famous among buyers. This kukri makes very good gifts to one’s near
and dear ones.

Highly recommended for camping and trekking, equally good for domestic work in and around one’s premises.
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, rosewood handle

Biltong (Pocket Khukuri)
Perfect size, the combination of steel and sharp edge and ability to fit inside a pocket; mobility..











BLADE SIZE: 5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 80 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 100 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 300 grams
FUNCTION: Gift, Indoor, Stabbing, Trekking
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: MINIx
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

Name of this knife is actually the imitation of the South African native knife used for cutting dry meat. This interesting
and appealing name is in fact the courtesy of one of the main importers of South Africa who used to buy from KHHI
long time back. The gentleman saw the potential of the Biltong kukri as a better and cheaper means of cutting dry meat
so started ordering in massive quantity and promoted the knife in his country as the “Biltong Kukri”. Hence the name
originated that exists till date.
This 5 inch bladed kukri knife also instantly picked up in the local market in Nepal so KHHI also started producing for

retail under the same name. Similarly, the Biltong stormed the kukri market in no time and now it’s seen being made by
almost every manufacturer. It is now known as the “Pocket Kukri”.
It is because of its perfect size, the combination of steel and sharp edge and ability to fit inside a pocket; mobility, that
made the knife more famous and higher on demand. It can also be used as a small cutting tool, a domestic utility knife
and would come very handy in safari, trekking and for outdoors etc. It is equally good to give away as gifts and
souvenirs to near and dear ones. Affordable price, handy size and more efficient in its own right makes the Biltong as
one of the best sellers of all time.
The shape resembles the popular shape of the standard Gurkha Issue version the “Service No.1”. Biltong has a normal
buffalo hide leather scabbard and a belt loop like in the big models is replicated.
(A customer can also order an unpolished version of the Biltong. Please mention it while ordering in the
“Comment/Message Box/Field")
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, indian rosewood handle, steel blade

Biltong Special (Conceal Kukri)
The advanced version of the regular Biltong - a mini utility cum hacking knife with special and superior handle
(Panawal) designated for strength and power works..










BLADE SIZE: 5 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 135 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 170 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 450 grams
ORIGIN: KHHI (realeased on 24th March 2015)
CATEGORY: MINIx
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

A mini utility cum hacking kukri knife having a more special and superior “Panawal handle” (Full Flat Tang with
Rivets) executed for a stronger and lasting grip that is built for heavy duty works..
“Biltong Special” is the advanced version of the regular “Biltong” crafted to fill in the vacancy for a mini utility cum
hacking kukri knife that has a more special and superior handle (Panawal) designated for strength and power works. It
has been made by KHHI on popular demand by its customers to make something small yet useful with an advanced
type of handle to boost KHHI’s small series. Followings are the reasons why it is so much on demand (why you must
buy the Biltong Special??)
But before that it is important to know why the term “Biltong” is used for this khukuri.
The name of this knife is actually the imitation of the South African native knife used for cutting dry meat. This
interesting and appealing name is in fact the courtesy of one of the main importers of South Africa who used to buy
from KHHI long time back. The gentleman saw the potential of the Biltong kukri as a better and cheaper means of
cutting dry meat so he started ordering in massive quantity and promoted the knife in his country as the “Biltong
Kukri”. Hence the name originated that exists till date.
- 5 inch bladed (World War version) heavier and thicker blade for more efficiency and thus greater result
- Peak less blade for swifter draw in and out
- Decorated (Brass inlay Pattern) blade for good look
- Highly/mirror polished blade to prevent rusting
- Small sized yet a good hacking knife as it has substantial in-built weight within
- Superior Panawal buffalo HORN handle for durability and heavy works
- A new ALL leather sheath is adapted - simple leather sheath however very well done, durable and attractive at the
same time. Made to carry the knife in a belt (waist) or in chest area like a conceal weapon
- Big enough Belt Frog to hang from waist (belt), like in the big models
- A perfect gift for knife collectors and enthusiasts
Materials / Features:
High carbon steel, FFT w Rivets Buffalo Horn handle, special new ALL leather sheath

Paper Khukuri (Cute)
Used as letter opener or paper cutter, an ingredient for your office desktop..











BLADE SIZE: 4 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 4mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 60 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 75 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 275 grams
FUNCTION: Collection, Gift, Indoor, Show piece
ORIGIN: Dharan, Eastern Nepal
CATEGORY: MINIx
BLADE FINISHING: Polish

Probably the smallest and most famous utility khukuri knife ever made. Originally manufactured by KHHI since it
establishment in 1991 which later storm the khukuri world and now made by almost all manufacturers. The blade is
actually the replica of the original Gurkha khukuri. It is identical to “Service No.1 Kukri” (current issue) issued to the
Gurkhas in shape and look however made in very small size. It is designed as a letter opener or a paper cutter; an
ingredient for one’s office desktop. It also makes an ideal gift and a perfect souvenir from Nepal to take back home
because of its very cute look and little-easy size. Likewise its easy-to-carry feature makes it extremely handy and
favorite amongst visiting tourists.
Paper Khukuri has basic (traditional) fittings; simple yet style of its own. The blade is made from solid metal (brass).
(Price also includes foldable display wooden stand)
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, horn/rosewood handle, solid brass blade

Pocket Panawal (Travellers’)
To go inside the pocket of your wear, backpack or even gears for your trip into nature, wilderness and unfamiliar
terrains..











BLADE SIZE: 4 inches approx.
THICKNESS: 5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT: 75 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT: 100 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 300 grams
FUNCTION: Gift, Indoor, Outdoor, Trekking
ORIGIN: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal
CATEGORY: MINIx
BLADE FINISHING: Mirror Polish

Introducing the 4” long bladed Pocket Panawal (PP) to go inside the pocket of your wear, backpack or even gears for
your trip into nature, wilderness and unfamiliar terrains. The small size of the PP makes it very easy to carry around
and yet the in-built substantial weight of the knife makes it very handy and effective to use about. Small and useful,
strong and mobile, complete and compact, real and cute, PP is especially forged by KHHI for those who wants to be
secured.
The panel of the blade of the Pocket Panawal is semi-fullered for durability, strength and to take out unwanted weight.
It is also the display of ability of a skilled craftsman. The Panawal handle from where the PP gets its name is another
important feature of the knife in which the full flat tang reinforced by rivets and thick metallic butt cap gives PP the
perfect lasting handle for years. Hence it is also a mini whacker. Its unpolished horn handle provides a better, notslippery grip. The highly polished blade gives a dashing look to the knife.

Special embossed buffalo hide is used to make PP’s scabbard. Soft and durable, unlike the regular scabbards, the
leather prevents the blade from getting scratches while drawing in and out. A lanyard loop is also fitted in the tip.
Materials / Features:
Special black buffalo leather scabbard, Unpolished Panawal Horn Handle

